
Hot Seat Member: Heidi     Session#: Session #3 
 
 
Request/Concern/Question: Struggling with balance between fully prepared 
for things and having inadequate time to prepare.  
 
Action Steps: Didn’t capture at end of Session 3. 
 
“Self-quotes”, key questions, misc. notes from KPF for continued reflection: 

• “Often feel rushed/less able to trust self because of a lack of prep 
time.” 

o From KPF: As I listened, I was reminded of a chapter from The 
Perfection Detox that is all about procrastination. When I first 
read the chapter, I was very surprised the topic was in a book for 
perfectionists. Here are a few quotes from the book that may 
give you things to consider and/or understand why this chapter 
came to my mindJ. 

§ “You need to be aware and prepared, but you don’t need to be perfect 
to improve your attitude or circumstances.” 

§ “Perceived imperfection to always showing up prepared.” 
§ “Keep the planning so that she could be as prepared as possible, but 

the big shift was that she learned how to let go of the expectations of 
what would happen after the plans were in place.” 

• Three wishes: 
o Responsive follow up (real time) and accessibility 
o Deliver on promises; reliable 
o Being timely 

• Things that bring a sense of pride:  
o Read everything 
o Review everything 
o Always be counted on 

• What would need to change? 
o More white space 
o Margins 
o How time is spent 

• Used the word “coherence” during hot seat. Why this word? What does 
it mean to you? What does it feel like when there is coherence?  

• Used the word “becoming” during the hot seat. As above, what does 
this word mean to you? What images come to mind? Here’s a quote for 
further reflection 

o “For me, becoming isn’t about arriving somewhere or achieving a 
certain aim. I see it instead as forward motion, a means of 
evolving, a way to reach continuously toward a better self. The 
journey doesn’t end.” ― Michelle Obama, Becoming 


